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The success of genomic sequencing is impossible without the development of information technologies and

mathematical methods for data processing to establish various features in the analyzed objects (nucleic acids) and

trends in their changes. The volume of experimental data in the research of the genome has grown significantly,

and new methods and algorithms are required for their processing. The primary stage of processing the data of

devices for genomic parallel sequencing is the evaluation of the parameters of images obtained from video cameras

in the form of electrical signals. The next stage of processing is the construction of a sequence of nucleotides

according to algorithms that depend on the principle of operation of the device for sequencing nucleic acids. When

performing this stage, algorithms for evaluating quality indicators for all individual readings (reads) are important.

One of the ways to assess quality is to use algorithms based on the k-measure analysis methodology. The calculation

of the number of occurrences of k-measures during the experiment on the parallel sequencing system makes it

possible to assess the reliability of the analysis. In this article, algorithms for processing genetic analyzer data are

considered.
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Introduction

DNA sequencing — is a method that allows to obtain

information important for various human activity areas,

including also synthetic biology, the essence of which

is to determine sequential arrangement of nucleotides

(A, T, G and C) in nucleic acid. Sequencing tech-

nology invention together with developed bioinformatics

methods contributed a lot to organism genome anal-

ysis. Sequencer output file provides a sequence of

four nucleotides. Maxam’s and Gilbert’s, and Sanger’s

developments constitute a milestone and opened oppor-

tunities for the development of more quick and effi-

cient sequencing technology [1,2]. Modern sequencing,

also referred to as next-generation sequencing technol-

ogy (NGS), is characterized by very high capacity and

much lower launch cost than those of previous technolo-

gies [3].

Operation of equipment for massive parallel sequenc-

ing (MPS) is based on the sequencing-by-synthesis tech-

nology — Solexa, composed of several stages:DNA frag-

mentation and adapter attachment, genomic library trans-

mission through reaction cell channels coated with primers

complementary to adapter ends, finishing of the second

DNA strand by Bridge-PCR method (bridge amplification

by polymerase chain reaction) followed by denaturation.

After repeating two last actions, groups of identical

molecules — clusters, are formed. Clusters are required

to enhance optical signal.

The Institute for Analytical Instrumentation RAS (IAI
RAS) is developing a hardware and software package (HSP)

to decipher the nucleic acid sequence (NA) by
”
Nanophor

SPS“massive parallel sequencing method. Data processing

algorithms for the data obtained when HSP is running play

an essential role in solution of genome sequencing tasks.

The purpose of this research is to analyze the capabilities

of algorithms for processing of images generated in the

genetic analysis process and for reliability assessment of

the obtained nucleotide sequence when genomic sequencing

tasks are solved. For reliability assessment of the obtained

genetic data, k-mers incidence distribution analysis method

is used. This method was used to process data obtained by

the Russian-made
”
Nanophor SPS“sequencer.

1. Main fluorescent signal
image processing operations

”
Nanophor SPS“ parallel sequencing system uses four

video cameras by the number of nucleotide types. Each

of the video cameras is set to recording of one of the

nucleotide types: A, C, G or T. Fluorescent signal is excited

by two lasers in the pre-defined visible light range. The

recorded light is transmitted through various light filters

corresponding to the fluorescence wavelengths of each

of the four dyes with which nucleotides are specifically

labelled. Thus, each of the video cameras records the images

of DNA molecule clusters on the end of which nucleotide

with appropriate
”
letter“are arranged.

Due to structural features of the instrument, there are

several technical difficulties in the achievement of full

geometrical image coincidence of the same field of view

of fluorescent objects. Image coordinate parameters of the
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Figure 1. Initial fluorescent signal image for channel A (adenine).

same fluorescent object in different cameras may be shifted

by several pixels. This research involved the development of

algorithms and software for shift correction by mathematical

methods.

The following operations are performed for fluorescent

signal image processing in the parallel sequencing system:

1. Detection of background surface using morphological

algorithms.

2. Image filtration using convolution with Mexicanhat.

3. Fluorescent object cluster detection algorithms.

4. Detection threshold identification algorithms.

5. Determining average fluorescent intensities of clusters.

6. Determining noise dispersion in image signals.

7. Correction of image shifts caused by structural features

of the instrument by mathematical methods using cross-

correlation functions.

8. Image focusing using lens movements.

Cluster density is an important parameter influencing

successful sequencing result. Too low amount of clusters

reduces the amount of output data. Too high amount of

data causes
”
agglomeration“ of objects which affects data

quality and results in experiment failure in some cases.

Performance algorithms for operations 1−7 are described

in [4,5].

2. Image reading from video cameras

Four black-white video cameras set to recording of one

of the nucleotide types: A, C, G or T. Cameras make it

possible to record images with 4096 brightness gradations.

Images from cameras arrive to the computer in the form

of rasters — binary word arrays. Each word contains a

brightness code of the corresponding pixel. Figure 1 shows

the fluorescent signal image fragment for channel A —
adenine.

1

Figure 2. Field-of-view fragment image at the initial lens position

with low focusing quality before focusing.

1

Figure 3. Field-of-view fragment image corresponding to the best

focusing quality after focusing.

3. Blurred image focusing

In order to obtain focsed images of fluorescent objects,

two methods are used: focusing by mathematical methods

without lens position change and focusing using mechanical

lens movement software.

Image focusing by mechanical lens movement involves

determining of such lens position at which image focusing

quality would be the highest and which will be described

below.

Figure 2 and 3 show image fragments before and after

focusing.

To check signal-to-noise ratio for images with low and

high focusing quality, the signal amplitude was assessed for

the object shown in Figure 2 and 3 with number 1. Signal

amplitude for this object on the image with low focusing

quality was equal to 200 conventional units, and the signal

amplitude for this object on the image with high focusing

quality was equal to 400 conventional units. Noise level

was determined on the basis of root mean square (rms)
signal value in that area of the images where no objects
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were available. RMS values for images for images with

low and high focusing quality were approximately equal to

10 conventional units. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio for

images with low and high focusing quality were equal to 20

and 40, respectively. For images shown in Figure 2 and

3, no maximum settings were used. For more clear visual

assessment of the image with high focusing quality, Figure 3

is shown with high brightness.

Focusing procedure performance was studied as follows.

There were sets of photographs of various reaction cell areas

obtained with different lens positions, i. e. with various

focusing degree. Each set contained photographs made in

the same conditions (exposition and lighting). Then, for

each of the photographs, focusing quality was assessed.

Focusing quality assessment methods have been being

developed long before, a lot of them are available, but

they are poorly studied, for example [6–10]. For operations
described herein, 30 methods [6] were compared in relation

to the images obtained using
”
Nanophor SPS“. For choosing

the best quality assessment method, functions were plotted

where image number with different focusing was plotted on

the x-axis and quality assessment by the appropriate method

was plotted on the y-axis. The obtained functions were

compared by three criteria:

1. The function shall have one extremum.

2. The function shall provide extremum for the image

with the best focusing.

3. Robustness, i. e. gradient of function vs. image focusing

degree.

Absolute focusing function values are not relevant, be-

cause only extremum position and gradient are relevant.

For comparison, all function values were set to function

maximum in extremum point, i. e. maxima were reduced to

unity. To assess the image focusing quality, whole image is

used, no individual part (line, column or field) is outlined.

The best results in terms of the criteria listed above

were given by Vollath′s correlation [7] and dispersion

methods [10]. The
”
Nanophor SPS“ software uses

dispersion for focusing quality assessment.

Figure 4 and 5 shows profiles of one of the fluorescent

objects before and after focusing, respectively. After

focusing, signal amplitude increased and profile width

reduced.

For additional image focus correction and separation of

partially overlapping signals of fluorescent objects, peaking

filtration based on the inverse point-spread function convo-

lution problem was used.

Blurred (defocused) image is mathematically obtained by

means of point-spread function (PSF) convolution[11–14]
with initial image. To ensure high quality reconstruction

of the initial image, it is important to have the information

about the true point spread function parameters. For blurred

image reconstruction, inverse problem solution methods

described in V.S. Sizikova et al. were used [12–14].
Mathematical reconstruction methods for blurred images

make it possible to avoid mechanical lens focusing and

reduce analysis time.

4. Determining image shifts in various
channels and in various fields of
sight using cross-correlation functions

For the purpose of this research, algorithms and software

were developed for correction of image shifts caused by

structural features of the instrument. These algorithms are

based on calculation of cross-correlation functions between

images obtained by different video cameras or between

images from one video camera, but obtained in different

experiment cycles (scans). Coordinates of maximum

correlation function correspond to coordinates of test image

shift.

Fluorescent signals under the dye action are generated

for each of the nucleotides in the specific visible light wave-

length (band) range. However, a phenomenon exists such as

band overlapping between various nucleotide signals. This
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Figure 4. Profile of one of the defocused fluorescent objects

shown in Figure 2. x-axis — pixel number on the image, y-axis —
fluorescence intensity in conventional units.
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Figure 5. Fluorescent object profile shown in Figure 3 after

focusing.
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phenomenon means that the clusters which, for example,

were
”
lit“ in channel A will be also

”
lit“ in channel C. This

property is used for assessment of geometrical image shifts

of different channels from each other. Image shift between

different channels is defined using the cross-correlation

function.

The cross-correlation function between two images was

calculated using equation (1) [15]:

Y (u, v)

=

∑

x ,y
[ f (x , y) − f̄ u,v ][g(x − y, y − u) − ḡu,v ]

{

∑

x ,y
[ f (x , y) − f̄ u,v ]2

∑

x ,y
[g(x − y, y − u) − ḡu,v ]2

}0.5
,

(1)

where f (x , y) is a two-dimensional function of the first

image; g(x , y) is a two-dimensional function of the second

image; x , y are image pixel coordinates; u, v are cross-

correlation function coordinates, f̄ u,v , ḡu,v are average

values of functions f and g , respectively.
Define the origin of coordinates of the two-dimensional

image in maximum point of cross-correlation function of

two similar images u = 0, v = 0. Now, consider the max-

imum cross-correlation image function coordinates. Maxi-

mum cross-correlation function of various image channels,

for example
”
a“ and

”
c“, has coordinates corresponding

to the sought-for shift. For example, the maximum cross-

correlation function coordinates may be equal to x = −2,

y = 8.

Similar calculations are carried out for shift coordinates

for other channels and for single channel image shift, but

recorded in different experiment cycles.

In addition to cross-correlation function calculations using

equation (1), the image processing software use a faster

calculation algorithms based on the forward and inverse

fast two-fold Fourier transformation. Two-fold Fourier trans-

formations of functions f (x , y) and g(x , y) are calculated.

Then, Fourier-transforms of these functions are multiplied

and a cross-correlation function is derived according to the

Plancherel theorem [16].

5. Background correction

Initial image background means an image every pixel of

which contains the signal intensity data without desired

signal. The background correction algorithms uses a

digital filter based on the first image convolution with

the second derivative of the bivariate Gaussian function.

This algorithms is simpler that the background correction

algorithm using the digital low-pass filter based on the

morphological erosion and dilatation operations described

in [4]. Algorithm based on the convolution with the

second derivative of the Gaussian function (Mexicanhat)
reduces the background value virtually to zero, and the

algorithm based on morphological operations reduces it be

approx.5−7 times. Gaussian function width which is the

basis for calculation of the second derivative is equal to

0.7 of the average width of the test image objects.

Figure 6 shows fluorescent signal profiles before back-

ground correction operation, after background correction on

the basis of morphological operations and using convolution

algorithm. It can be seen that the peak profile is at the

background level consisting of about 120−140 conventional

units. After background correction operation using the

convolution algorithm, the background level is almost equal

to zero. Negative signal values generated after convolution

operation do not influence the assessment accuracy of

fluorescent object center coordinates and their intensities,

but may deteriorate the secondary data processing results

at the nucleotide sequencing stage. Such values are

removed during the secondary processing similarly to Swift

software [17].
As shown in [4], the convolution algorithm allows noise

filtering and
”
peaking“ in order to increase the coordinate

assessment accuracy of the detected clusters. Noise reduc-

tion and
”
peaking“ by means of convolution algorithms are

shown in Figure 7.

Convolution method with second derivative of Gaussian

peaks is used in many image processing software of the

type similar to
”
Nanophor SPS“.

6. Detection and assessment of local
fluorescent object coordinates

After background subtraction operations,
”
peaking“ im-

age filtration is used on the basis of convolution with

the second derivative of the bivariate Gaussian function.

Detection of objects is the operation of identification of

image areas assigned to the sought-for objects. This is

an essentially threshold operation, therefore it is important
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Figure 6. fluorescent object profile before and after background

correction operations: 1 solid line — initial signal profile, 2 dotted

line — signal profile after background correction using algorithms

with morphological operations, 3 dashed line — signal profile

after background correction using convolution algorithm. x-axis —
pixel number on the image, y-axis — fluorescence intensity in

conventional units.
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Figure 7. Near-perfect example of use of K-mer obtained using

Nanophor SPS.

to determine the threshold which would allow to reliably

separate the
”
signal“ (object) from interference. To find the

threshold, a signal intensity distribution bar chart method is

used.

After the
”
peaking“ filtration operation, not all agglomer-

ated objects may be separated. To find and further separate

the agglomerated objects, repeated peaking filtration opera-

tion is used, but with a more narrow core, and then a set of

morphological processing operations is performed.

As a result of threshold processing, a bit map is generated

which is a binary image. Pixels belonging to the objects in

this image are equal to zero, and the background is equal

to unity. The object coordinates are defined on the basis

of maximum intensity in the detected object. The area

is defined by the number of pixels exceeding the half of

maximum intensity.

To define the boundaries, coordinates and areas, algo-

rithms described in [4,5] were used.

7.
”
False“ cluster rejection

One of the main operations for template creation [4]
is superposition of binary images of separate fluorescent

signal channels, for example, nucleotide channels
”
a“ and

”
c“ using binary operation OR. Such superposition takes

place after image shift correction described above. After

shift correction operation, errors of cluster coordinates

on x and y are possible in come image points due to

the fact that the obtained shift values are different for

all image points. These errors do not exceed 1 or 2-x

pixels, however, cause
”
false“ clusters in the template and

the nucleotide sequencing error is increased. To reduce

such error, a routine is introduced in the fluorescent signal

image processing software which performs
”
false“ cluster

rejection. If for any image point with coordinates x
and y in a square area with coordinates in four angles,

Cluster coordinates and nucleotide sequences

Cluster
H v nucleotide sequence

number

1 336 403 GACTGGTATTCCGCACCAGGTCTGGCCA

2 216 262 TTGTCCATTAGGCCCCACAAGGGCGGG

3 128 385 CCGTCGTCGTTACGGCCCCCGATAGTCG

4 5 16 GCTATGGATGCCCGGTCGCCGGCCCCA

5 266 398 AAGAGGGGTCTGGTCTCTTCACGGGCCT

respectively, (x − 2, y − 2), (x + 2, y − 2), (x − 2, y + 2),
(x + 2, y − 2), more than one cluster is detected, then all

but one cluster are
”
false“.

”
False“ cluster rejection software

leaves only one cluster in the template among all clusters

detected in the square specified above. This cluster gives the

maximum fluorescent signal intensity among all intensities

detected in the specified cluster square.

8. Final result of fluorescent signal
image processing software

The final result of the fluorescent signal image processing

software is the table (see the fragment below) containing

the cluster object image coordinates of the test nucleic acid.

Each object of the detected cluster contains two coordinates:

y — horizontal coordinate and x — vertical coordinate on

the test images. Each cluster shall have a corresponding

nucleotide sequence in the form of Latin letters detected

for it: A, C, G, T (see the Table below).

9. Algorithms of reliability assessment of
the obtained nucleotide sequence
according to the assessment of k-mer
incidence rate

K-mer is just a sequence of k-symbols in a string (or
DNA sequence nucleotides in sequencing problem). For

example, to get all k-mers from the sequence, get the first

k-symbols, then shift to one symbol for beginning of the

next k-mer, etc.

Sequence decomposition into its k-mers for analysis,

makes it possible to analyze this set of fragments with a

fixed size rather than the whole sequence and this may

be a more effective approach. Operations with multiple

k-mers are performed quicker and easier. A simple example

is: in order to check whether sequence S originates from

organism A or from organism B, assuming that genomes A

and B are known and are different enough, we can check

whether S contains more k-mers existing in A or in B.

Almost any genome contains repeated segments, how-

ever, beginning from a definite k , k-mers identify it uniquely.

If we count the number of k-mer emergencies for a

sufficiently high k (limited by read length on top), it turns
that most of them are present as a single instance in the

Technical Physics, 2022, Vol. 67, No. 7
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genome. For example, if the genome length order is

comparable with human genome, the probability of meeting

an unexpected substring with length 14 at least once is

0.975893 [18]. For k = 20 the same probability is 0.000909.

For shorter genomes, e.g. bacteria and fungi, lower k may

be chosen in order to achieve a similar low probability of

multiple string incidence.

Analysis of k-mer incidence rate distribution allows to

find assembly errors in already formed contigs [19,20].
Contig is a set of overlapping DNA-fragment sequences

obtained from a single biological source (organism, tissue,

cells).

10. k-mer handling procedures

In [18], genome assembly quality assessment method is

proposed which allows to determine the correspondence

between unique k-mers in the assembled genome and

k-mers in reads. Read is a nucleotide sequence in a single

cluster.

Procedure is as follows: 1. Construct a k-mer incidence

bar chart for reads obtained during sequencing of the

studied genome.

2. Choose some peak vicinity of unique k-mers in k-mer

incidence bar chart in reads.

3. Construct k-mer incidence bar chart for each of the

obtained assemblies.

4. Calculation of Q mer as a part of various k-mers taken

rom the peak vicinity in k-mer incidence bar chart in reads

among unique k-mers for assembled genome). Each k-mer

from a set of unique k-mers of reads is checked whether

it is included in a set of unique k-mers of the assembled

genome.

In [21], an error correction method is proposed which is

optimized for handling reads containing both substitution

errors and insertion/ removal errors. Since errors occur

with low probability, probability that the same k-mer is read

several times with the same set of errors is very low. This

means that those k-mers which occur in the set of reads a

few times, are erroneous (
”
bad“), the other are real genome

substrings (
”
good“).

K-mer spectrum — is a graphical presentation of a set

of data showing how many short words with a fixed length

(k-mers) appear for a certain number of times. Incidence

rate is plotted in x -axis, and number of k-mers is plotted

on y -axis.
We represent how many elements of each rate in the

nucleotide (read) sequence spectrum are: 0 — not included

in the reference genome (Phix174 in our case), included

1 once, 2 twice, etc.

Figure 7 shows a near-perfect example obtained using

Nanophor SPS. No assembly errors are present (black peak

outside of red one). One unique content is present in a

reference set once.

Conclusion

The described algorithms and software developed on their

basis record and handle fluorescent object signal images of

”
Nanophor SPS“parallel sequencing system. Among these

algorithms and software, an algorithms for automatic image

focusing, automatic assessment of image shift in various

sequencing channels and cycles, background correction,

field-of-view cluster coordinate detection and assessment

software, etc.

To achieve the best automatic focusing quality of images

obtained by video cameras, image pixel amplitude disper-

sion calculation criterion was selected as the most simple in

software implementation.

The use of coordinate calculation algorithm for maximum

two-dimensional cross-correlation function of two images

makes it possible to perform automatic image shift as-

sessment for images obtained by video cameras in various

sequencer channels.

Convolution algorithm with the second derivative of

Gaussian function allows noise filtration,
”
peaking“ and

background influence correction.

Nucleotide sequencing, quality assessment algorithms are

important for all individual reads. One of the quality

assessment ways is the use of algorithms based on k-mers.

Methods based on k-mers shall be preferably used for

efficient creation of genome assemblies.

KAT (k-mer Analysis Toolkit) software can analyze

sequencing data to determine accident error, standard error

level and contamination. Information obtained during the

analysis may be helpful to make a decision whether further

tasks such as genome assembly shall be continued. Then

KAT can recheck this genome assembly by determining the

assembly completeness and accuracy without any external

reference data.

Combination of these algorithms in a single complex

makes it possible to solve a set of important practical

and research tasks for nucleotide sequencing of the test

genome of various objects. The obtained results are useful

in the following applications: molecular biology, genetics,

agriculture, medicine, environment protection, etc.
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